Idesco’s MIFARE Readers Selected By Nordic Alarm For Its Integral Security System
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Sweden-based Nordic Alarm is one of the leading security system suppliers in their home market. Their comprehensive security system Nordic Integral covers the diverse sectors of corporate security from access control to CCTV. Nordic Alarm now complements its Nordic Integral system reader options by Idesco’s MIFARE readers, in Quattro and Slim Pin housings. With the latest security features and advanced, versatile reader functions, these less energy consuming new generation MIFARE readers contribute to a modern, high performance Nordic Integral system. Besides the readers’ technical applicability, Nordic Alarm is impressed by their durability and reliability in harsh, Nordic conditions. End users appreciate especially the appealing design and usability of these readers. As an example, the easy-to-use keypad with light is very useful in dark.

"We have been co-operating with Idesco’s skilled engineers for a long time, with good results. We are particularly pleased to provide Idesco’s energy-efficient readers with elegant Finnish design in our Integral system to our own end customers", says Claes Hafström, business unit manager Integral from Nordic Alarm AB.

"We already have a long experience from supplying advanced readers for various access control, vehicle identification and logistic applications in Scandinavia. Nordic Alarm and their Nordic Integral system are well-known names in access control business. Our co-operation with Nordic Alarm is supporting our strong growth in Scandinavia", says Jens Holmberg, business manager Scandinavia from Idesco.